Abstract: Agriculture has been evolving since humans started cultivating plants for food consumption. As the agriculture field evolves, the disease control measures too have evolved. Now in this modern era, disease in plants can be easily identified using computers. Data mining is the process of obtaining the useful information from the data. Before the electronic era, diseases in plants are identified just by seeing the symptoms of the plants. Classifier and ensemble models of the above  classifiers. The results are compared, and multilayer perceptron  model is seen to give better results for individual classifiers and  ensemble of week classifiers gives better results when ensembled.  In future, a new hybrid algorithm would be used from the above  algorithms for attaining better accuracy. The scikit is a library  used for classification, clustering, 
important factors helping agriculturist and government in decision making are providing the historical crop yield record for farmers and making crop insurance policies for government [2] . Data mining techniques can be categorized predictive, descriptive and prescriptive [3] . Descriptive analytics gives insight into the past, predictive analytics helps in understanding the future and prescriptive analytics advises on possible outcomes.
Common challenges faced in agriculture are disease occurrence in cultivated plants, poor water management, improper use of fertilizers, pesticides and fungicides. Diseases can be identified only after the visible symptoms occur. The reasons of disease attacks are abiotic, mesobiotic and biotic factors. Plant diseases can be categorized as endemic, epidemic and sporadic. The different modes of spreading are through seed, soil, air and insects [4] .
Pseudocercospora fijiensis is the fungus that causes the black sigatoka disease (black streak leaf disease) is a disease that occurs in banana plants. This occurs on the leaves of the banana plant. India, Pakistan, South Africa, Israel and mainland Australia are free of this disease [5] . The initial symptoms of this diseases are very small chlorotic spots on bottom of 3rd or 4th open leaf which then grows into brown streaks running parallel to leaf veins. The streaks forms clusters and spots merge forming a chlorotic halo and streak's colour becomes darker visible on the top side of the leaf. This lesion then becomes big and darken giving black streaks [6] .
Black Sigatoka disease is a threat for global exports and food consumption [25] . And therefore, it's better to identify the disease as early as possible to avoid the fast spreading of the diseases.is is an International reputed journal that published research articles globally.
II. RELATED WORK
Decision Trees, Random Forest, Gaussian Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine, Neural Networks, K-Nearest Neighbours, ensemble models of the above algorithms are used for the grass grub damage prediction. Combination of Decision Trees, Random forest and Support Vector Machine has produced better results [8] . The metrics considered are accuracy, mean accuracy, precision, recall and F-1 score. Data mining techniques such as Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, Random forest, Support Vector Machine, Adaboost, J48 are used [9] .
Spray application decision prediction is their focus under study. The authors concluded that Naïve Bayes and AdaBoost were the best classifiers for predicting spray decisions. Metrics used are precision, recall, true positive and false positive. The black sigatoka disease can be predicted using image processing and data mining techniques. Various classification algorithms used are Decision tree, Random forest, Extremely Randomized Trees, Naive Bayes and support vector classifier (Linear SVM and RBF SVM), Nearest Neighbours [10]. The performance was measured using AUC (area under curve). The Extremely Randomized Trees performed well when compared to other classifiers.
The back propagation neural networks was used for the classification of cotton leaf diseases with pattern recognition techniques. This kind of neural network solves multiple class problems [11] . Artificial neural network is used as the classifier in the detection of leaf disease along with some computer vision and pattern recognition techniques with fuzzy logic for grading the diseases [12] . Pomegranate disease classification is done using back propagation neural network [13] . The sugarcane rust disease identification is done using SVM (support vector machine) [14] and also SVM used to predict the leaf diseases in wheat plant, supporting multiple classes [15] .
Banana is one of the key foods along with fruit crops that have potential to give ample revenue to the farmers and country's financial system. Machine learning techniques like minimum distance classifier, support vector machines, artificial neural networks, Principal component analysis and k-nearest neighbour are used to find the diseases in extracted area of the image using image processing techniques [21] .Expert system was constructed for the identification of different banana diseases using Delphi and CLIPS [22] . But only nine different banana diseases were identified.
Images were pre-processed using image processing techniques and for the process of classification machine learning algorithms such as nearest neighbours, Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes,Random forest and Support Vector Machine trained and used to classify between healthy and diseased leaves of banana. The experimental results suggested that randomized trees produced good results [23] . Banana leaves diseases are identified using Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Systems and Support Vector Machine. In [24] the work comprises of detecting and rating the affected segment of banana Black Sigatoka disease and Panama wilt disease. It uses video as input. Image processing techniques used for segmentation.
III. METHODS
In this paper research focuses on the classification of banana plant disease black sigatoka using data mining. This approach helps in agriculturist to easily identify using images from robots or drones. The data mining techniques used here are Multilayer Perceptrons,SVM, K-Neighbors Classifier, K-Neighbors Regressor, Gaussian Process Regressor, Gaussian Process Classifier, GaussianNB, Decision Tree Classifier, Decision Tree Regressor, linear models such as Linear Regression, RidgeCV, Lasso, ElasticNet, Logistic RegressionCV, SGD Classifier, Perceptron and Passive Aggressive Classifier. An ensemble of the classifiers is used, and they show a better accuracy than used separately.
All the work is done in Python using scikit-learn library. Scikit-learn is a machine learning library for Python programming language. It contains numerous classification, regression and clustering algorithms..
A. Dataset
The dataset used consists of 43 black sigatoka images in RGBA format and 220 bacterial wilt disease images in RGBA format and 359 healthy leaf images in RGBA format [7] .We consider black sigatoka images and healthy leaves images for ensembling. RGBA format is the color channel representation of red, green, blue and alpha channel.
B. Analysis
Classifier selection Nine supervised learning classifiers were tested. Those are Decision trees,Adaboost,SVM, KNN, Naïve Bayes, MLP-NN, Random forest, GBM and Logistic classifiers.  Decision Tree: Decision trees are commonly applied in data mining. Decision trees condense the connection between attributes and the class of an object in a branching tree structure. End of the tree branches are named leaves. Dividing lasts to a user-defined end point. Estimates are made by sorting new instances until a leaf is reached [9] .  AdaBoost: On frequently revised editions of the data AdaBoost fits a series of weak learners. Then to generate the final prediction, all those predictions from weak learners are merged through a weighted majority vote [17] .  Support Vector Machine: The large margin classifier and a vector space based which finds the boundary far from training point [18] . In a hyperplane, classes are represented as a vectors. SVM margins by utilizing a function which increases the two different class distance [9] .  K-Nearest Neighbour: Voting obtained from nearest neighbours, KNN predicts the class. Training is not required. It picks values from the nearest example by calculating the distance from all [9] .  Naïve Bayes: From the prior probabilities of the training set, testing set probabilities are calculated. Naïve Bayes is a probabilistic classifier. When relationship is being built, each variable is treated independently from others.  Multilayer Perceptron: A classical type of neural network.
Used in classification prediction problems. One or more layers of neurons are there. The input layer is used for feeding data, one or more layers as hidden layers for abstraction, output layer is used for predicting the outcomes [19] .  Random Forest: Decision trees can be ensembled to form random forests [16] . From every decision tree to predict its class label random forest obtains the vote for testing example. Different ensemble models can have different voting schemes. We run the RandomForest algorithm by keeping the default values of attributes defined by scikit-learn python library. .  Ensembling: Combination of nine classifiers were taken for ensembling and had brought down to ensembling of few classifiers from the nine used, whichever scored good. Table- I shows the results of performance of separate classifiers on the dataset considering healthy and black sigatoka images. Table-II shows the results of ensemble methods run on the healthy and black sigatoka images. The overall Ensemble ROC-AUC score is 0.929. The figure Fig.1 shows the correlation matrix for the ensemble methods. The ensembles of different classifiers and their ensembling score are illustrated in the Table-III. The ensembling The ensembling of SVM,Logistic , MLP-NN and AdaBoost gives a good score and hence is considered for the classification of black sigatoka disease in banana plants using data mining algorithms. These algorithms convert the image pixel data into arrays and classification is done based on those arrays rather that that of the direct image classification using only pixels as in case of other machine learning and deep learning algorithms . Thus it can be seen ensembing achieves good accuracy than that of individual classifier models. In future hybridization of these algorithms maybe done. And the algorithms may be run on different data sets . Deep learning techniques can be used in future for the prediction of diseases.
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